Citing an Image from a Book in Noodletools

**Step 1:** Create a Noodletools citation for the book, if you haven’t already done so.

**Step 2:** In Noodletools, go to the “Projects” tab. Looking at the list of projects, find this current project. If its level is listed as MLA Starter, click **Starter** – this will open a “Change Citation Level” form.

Change the level from Starter to Junior and click “Change Citation Level.”

**Step 3:** Go to Bibliography. From the dropdown menu, select “Work of Visual Art” and click “Create Citation.”

**Step 4:** Fill out as much information as possible about the original work of art/artifact.

**NOTE:** Often books will include a list of image or illustration credits in the back. Go there and check to see if they list the image you want to use and state the collection or museum where it is currently held.
Step 5: When you want to cite the image in your presentation, combine this ‘Work of Visual Art’ citation with the citation for the book where you found the image.

EXAMPLE:

Manuscript illustration showing surgical instrument invented and pioneered by Al-Zahrawi found in *1001 Inventions: The Enduring Legacy of Muslim Civilization*.

Citing an Image from a Website/Database in Noodletools

**Step 1:** In Noodletools, go to the “Projects” tab. Looking at the list of projects, find this current project. If its level is listed as MLA Starter, click Starter -- this will open a “Change Citation Level” form.

Step 2: Go to Bibliography. From the dropdown menu, select “Photo or Image (Born Digital)” and click “create citation.”

**Step 2:** Go to Bibliography. From the dropdown menu, select “Photo or Image (Born Digital)” and click “create citation.”

**Step 3:** Fill out the form with as much information as possible.

**Step 4:** When you want to cite this image in your presentation, use the resulting citation generated by Noodletools.